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Here you will find 

1. How to sign up? 

2. How to sign in and initial screen introduction? 

3. What you have to do daily on these sites? 

4. How you can increase your income from cents to reason able amount? 

(a) How to rent referral? 

(b) How to manage them (best strategies)? 

(c) How to Renew manually 

(d) How to recycle any inactive rented referral manually 

(e) Try to get direct referral {if you can, otherwise not necessary}?  

(f) Why my strategies differ from others and solid reasons? 

5. How to withdraw earning 

6. Are these sites legit and how we can check the site status either good or 

bad? 

7. My withdrawal proofs. 

8. Are only by clicking ads we earn or some other source for available in 

these sites. 

9. Things Keep in mind before Sign up 
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Please do not close it until you read whole the book (Pictorial guide) 

 

I assure you after reading this post you will find the good strategies to earn 

from legit PTC Sites, which I founded after spending lot of time and money 

(but these are free for you).   If you are not satisfied and will found some 

questions then please feel free to contact me. 

 

(a) On Skype ID (asifimransecret) (best time 2200 Hrs to 2359 Hrs PST). 

 

(b) On email (imransecrets@gmail.com). 

 

 

Here I assured you that I will refer you only those sites which are authentic 

and have been given a large amount to their customers since last three and 

four years .  I hate scam, Ponzi sites and have wasted a lot of time and 

money in many scam sites even then I found these legit sites and have 

earning from these and love them also. 

  

mailto:imransecrets@gmail.com
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Even then if some PTC Sites are given to their clients but very less 

approximately .02$ a day 

Yes if you work without strategies then you may earned as much .02$ a day 

but if you will apply some strategies then you may got 10$ a day or even 

more after a due course of time even spending not much time, may be less 

than 5 minutes a day. 

1. A computer (which you may have already). 

2. An internet connection (which you may have already). 

3. Daily time only (Approximately 5 minutes). 

4. A little bit knowledge to explore sites (but do not worry a free and brief 

tutorial is underneath this post is also for you containing guide from signup 

to some strategies) 

5. No money is required to invest (but if you invest, your earning potential 

may increase in some days) (recommended, start as free user until you got 

all expertness). 
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1. The sites are legit and paying you can never found any allegation and 

complain against these sites on Google and other search engine. 

2.  Free to join 

3. Daily less time is required (approximately 5 minutes). 

4. Instant payout (you have not wait for days or months, just request 

and in no second withdrawal activated). 

 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets 

 

 

 http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets 

  

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets
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What is coming next? 

1. How to Signup? 

2. How to sign in and initial screen introduction? 

3. What you have to do daily on these sites? 

4. How you can increase your income from cents to reason able 

amount? 

(a) How to rent referral? 

(b) How to manage them (best strategies)? 

(c) How to Renew manually 

(d) How to recycle any inactive rented referral manually 

(e) Try to get direct referral {if you can, otherwise not necessary}?  

(f) Why my strategies differ from others and solid reasons? 

5. How to withdraw earning 

6. Are these sites legit and how we can check the site status either 

good or bad? 

7. My withdrawal proofs. 

8. Are only by clicking ads we earn or some other source for available in 

these sites. 

9. Things keep in mind before Sign up. 
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1st start from neobux.com

1. How you sign up in these sites?  

 

(a) Copy and paste below link in your in your explorer address bar and press Enter 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets 

(please only sign up by using above link in this way I can keep eye on your earning and can 

suggest some strategies according to situation) 

(b) Window open 

 

 

(c) A simple blank registration form open 

 

  

Click on it 

Must same 

If you have not any account only 

enter your email address at the end 

of tutorial I will tell how you can 

make account with Payza. Don’t 

worry no other body can use your 

email address for payza account 

So  

Enter your email at this time 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
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(d) An filled form with raw data 

| 

 

(e) Now an E mail consisting on a link sent in your E-mail address, go to your E-mail and 

click that link to verify your account.   Your account has been created. 

 

2. How to sign in and initial screen introduction? 

 

(a) Open neobux.com and click on login button this window open 

Give  

user name  

passward  

Secodary passward (Note:  - if you not set secondary passward then remain it black) 

Click on Send  

 

 

 

  

Click on it 
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(b) A Window will open like that:  - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Note:  - the filled boxes with same color and same number have same functions) 
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(c) Detail of above color and number boxes 

 

Two buttons by clicking you can go on summary page which is now in front of you. 

Your latest earning figure 

Two buttons by clicking you can go to your direct referral. 

Two buttons by clicking you can go to your rented referral. 

Two buttons by clicking you can go to your statistics. 

Two buttons by clicking you can check your personal setting. 

Upgrade {to upgrade your account} 

Two buttons by clicking you can check your personal setting. 

Live Support  

Summary {all earning details} 

If you want to buy advertisement to for your site 

All history detail i.e. Account opening date, Referral buying date, withdraws date etc. 

Watch tutorial to earn more. 

Offers {little task to earn from that} 

View advertisement {all advertisement to view for earning} 

Your payment {to withdraw your money activated when you have at least 2$ in account} 

Referral {to buy rented referral for increase your earning activated after 7 days when 

you buy once} 

Random one question from FAQ {Frequent asked questions} 

 

(Note:  - the filled boxes with same color and same number have same functions) 
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3. What you have to do daily on these sites? 

(a) In this section from previous screen you can use only these two options 

 

 

(b)  When you login automatically you are in the stat of below link.    

 

 

(c) Now when you click on  

 

 

A screen like that open 

 

 

 

 

After that a window in new tab open for some seconds 

 

 

 

 

1 15 

1 

15 

Must check before clicking adds if 

this yellow bar indicating that “You 

have not click today” to earn from 

referral earning because some time 

they give adds for the day but not 

this bar if you clicks on adds then 

on that day referral earning will not 

be given to you and adds will count 

in previous days.   This is due to 

server time difference but do not 

worry habit to set a time to cl 

Add on 1st click dot show 

like            on 2nd click 

on dot new window 

open 

Adds to view daily  
Different colors having remember orange color 
04 adds                 should not missed and these 
adds are                    at the  end of screen 

 
4 

Then a close button appear after some 

seconds with message like   that (You have 

to see all adds like that and it takes only 

less than 5 minutes to view all adds) 
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4. How you can increase your income from cents to reason able 

amount? 

 

Many people have not so much links to other people or due to some reasons not want to involve 

other people as a direct referral.   Neobux give you opportunity to get already members of neobux by 

paying some rent for them and earn money.   There are some specifications of these referrals:- 

 

 You can buy rented referrals after 7 days from previous purchase of rented referrals. 

 

 A rented referral rate = 0.2$ for a month only. 

 

 Rented referrals are given randomly not on your choice (You have to manage them keep and 

extending good referrals and recycling referrals which are not clicking). 

 

 There are some automated system are given like “Autopay” & “Autorenew”, you may use to 

manage your referrals. 

 

 As a free {Standard} member you can purchase up to 100 referrals at one time. 
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(a) How to rent referral?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

For buying rented referral click here 
If this button is green its mean you 

can buy the rented referrals 

Now here I have not enough money 
to get any package of them as shown 

above I have only $.   So here I have to 
wait for at least 0.6$ to get minimum 
3 referral or to add fund in my rented 

account  
Click here to add fund in my rented  

If you want to rent 
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Now here there are different options 
as you see I have low main balance, 
so I am going to click payza where I 

have some money to invest 

Now Payza site open enter payza 
email 

Click on it to proceed 

Here the total money you 
requested to pay Neobux 

by payza 
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Enter 
Transaction 

Pin(which you 
set when you 
create payza 

account) 

Click this box to accept terms and 
conditions of Payza 

Here the amount you 
have in your Payza 

account in this case I 
have 8.20 $ 

Money you are going to 
transfer 

No Shipping involve 
so select this option  

At the end press 
confirm and proceed 

button  
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After that this payment sent  this window 
appear and after some second will back to 

Neobox.com 

In Neobox.com you will show this message 
and after 15 minutes amount will be 

appear in rental balance, now you can buy 
rental referrals 
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When I click again to buy rental referral 
now please take notice that some options 

are dim and some with sky blue color it 
means you has as much funds you can buy 

any package which is in sky blue colors 

Here I clicked on 25 rented referral and I 
got them successfully 
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(b) How to manage them (best strategies)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(i)  Auto pay option:- 

Auto pay is an option when a referral click for day it will pay automatically 0.2/30 

= 0.006 for one day and exceed it for one day, but I do not recommend it due to 

reasons below:  - 

 

 If your all user average clicks rate are 2 or more then this option is 

good. 

 

 But if average clicks rate is daily 1 then due to this option you 

have to lose. 

 

(iii) Visual Filter 
These are visual affect of rental 
referrals clicks average, you can set 
according to your desires, and In this 
case I set them  

between 2.0 and 3.0 
Yellow  

more than 3.0 green  

 less than 2.0 red  
But actually if average is below 1.4 
then it will give you almost your cast 
for purchase back in month no loss 
no profit. So  

(i) Auto pay option 

Enable:  Many recommend this 
feature enable but I do not you 
may see *reasons below this 
diagram 

Disable: currently set as 
disabled   

(ii) Auto renew option 

Enable:  Many recommend this 
feature enable but I do not you 
may see *reasons below this 
diagram 

Disable: currently set as 
disabled   
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 Second is your earning is reduced because you continued earning 

and buying simultaneously.  

 

 So stop buying daily and earn at 1st and only retain the good one 

and whose average is not good let them go. 

 

 Fully constraints to buy new referrals in this way you have much 

option to retain best one. 

 

{For example if you retain only 1 for 100 days it will give you slow income 

for 100 days.  If you remove to retain policy earn new referrals so you can 

get 100 referrals income in one day.} 

So what better 9 birds in hand or 13 birds is in bushes (its up to you) 

 

(ii)   Auto renews option:  - 

 Auto renew activated when one rented referral is going to end 

this option will renew for one month more by paying 0.2. 

 

 I recommend it would be also manual. If referral is giving good 

earning then renew them before one day to expire and other are let to 

expire. 

 

(iii)  Visual Filter:- 

This filter can be off or set according to your desires. 
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(g) How to Renew manually 

 If you turned on the auto new your referral on last day when is going to be 

expired automatically renewed. (But I recommended strongly keep this opetion off) 

 For renew you have to view daily “Next payment”. 

 Click one or two time on “Next payment” toget required order form  

‘less days to more’. 

 Now compare with last click and Avg. 

 You can easily by viewing below pictorial example understand the process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now click on Next Payment  
It will ascend the list like than who have “0 to more days” to expire. 
Now check these in respect of last click and Avg. 
Here in this case 1st referral is little bit better due to 1.793 Avg. 
But if you check it Last click today so it may extend for 30 days 
But 2nd is not good and let it expire 

 

After Clicking on Rented 
you will reach on this screen  
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 Once you decided that you have to renew some on Check its Box at the end go 

at the last of page where you will find a drop box consisting on different Options like 

below screen shot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After Clicking on  
Please select an option 
you will see some options 
will open with discount 
details.   Select any one 
preferably 30 more days 
(5% discount) 

 
  

Now here two options come either 
you want to buy it from Neo Points 

or amount in your  
‘Main balance’ / ‘Rented balance’  

  

If you want to buy with Neo Points 
then from this drop down menu you 

can change it 
  

At the end click on this button  
Click here to confirm  

and your referral will be bought for 
one more month 
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(h) How to recycle any inactive rented referral manually 

 

 If you turned on the Auto Pay your referral when click even only one click will 

be bought for one more day from Main balance or Rented Balance. (But I 

recommended strongly keep this opetion off and do it manually) 

 There are two ways to check then either any referral is required to be recycled 

or not:  - 

 Click on last click and get in order ‘from previous date to today’. 

 

 
Now click on Last Click. 
It will ascend or descend the list like than who have 0 to more days to expire.    
Now check these in respect of and  last click. 
Now today is 02/03/2013. 
In above picture you see that last two referral last click on 26/02/2013, but Avg. is 
still in limit  you may check for 01 day more then recycle. 
But if you see 34 its average is less although is Last Click. on 27/02/2013 and if you 
see and Next Payment is after 21 days. 
Its better to recycle it. 
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 Click on Avg and get in order ‘from less avg to more’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Now click on Avg. 
It will ascend or descend the list like than who have Nil to more days to expire.    
Now check these in respect of and  ,  Next Payment. 
If you see on 12 it has low Avg but Next Payment after 0 days and going to expire 
let it expire. 
In this example now today is 09/03/2013. 
If you see 1,2,3,4 I have already recycle them today in respect to Last Click. 
If you see 5,6, I have already recycle them yesterday give them one two more days. 
Now if  you see 8 It Last Click was 05/03/2013 and Next Payment after 15 days 
Its better to recycle it. 
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 There are also two ways to recycle them:  - 

 By clicking on      button:  - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 By using drop down menu just like already used for renew manually :  - 
 
     

 
 

 

If you want to recycle from 
cash may press this recycle 
button and menu appear 
below it 

 

By pressing Yes your order 
will activated and referral 

replaced with new one 
  

After Clicking on  
Please select an option  
I want to recycle them 
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(k) Try to get direct referral {if you can, otherwise not necessary}?  

 

 

 

 

 

After Clicking on again you 
have choice that or you 
want to  recycle from Neo 
points or Main Balance 
 

After selection click on this 
Button and your action will 
be completed with 
confirmation message  

By Clicking on Banners you 
will reach on this window 

By Clicking on Links & Banners  
 

You may send it to your 
friends, family members etc 

Post them in your Site or 
blog if you have 
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(l) Why my strategies differ from others and solid reasons? 

 

Question No 1.   

Almost all peoples suggest Autopay option ON Why not me? 

Answer:  -  

Because of following reasons:  - 

(a)   If I choose autopay option ON then I have to pay full amount to all 

those referral who are in habit to click only one add a day or after a few days.  

(Remember that if a referral clicks a day, daily its average goes to 1.00 and you have paid 

.0063 for a day (as .19 due to 5% discount for month).   According to my calculation 1.3 Avg of 

your rented referral clicks is equal to your spent amount.   So its mean if referral Avg is more 

than 1.3 then he is beneficial for you) 

 

(i) In this way I am paying more then getting. 

(ii) And if referral was in habit to click after some 7 or 8 days then 

may be for which extended day I am going to pay.   He will not click for 

me. 

(iii) Third reason if I continue buying and extending my existing 

referral on daily basis.   My daily earning decrease because of spent 

some money to extend for one day.   At the same time my purchasing 

power to buy new referral is decrease.   So according to me Earn with 

potential and check the expiry date of existing if it is giving you full 

By Clicking on Direct you will reach on 
this window and check your direct 
referral, at this moment I have only 
one referral 
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response then extend it for 30 days, otherwise let it expire.   In this way 

you can retain good referral but also can purchase more new referral 

and increase your earning momentum and choice option. 

(b) So better you manage them manually 

 

Question No 2.   

Almost all peoples suggest auto renew option on Why not me? 

Answer:  -  

Because in this way all rotten and good eggs were remain in my basket.  So 

keep clean your basket to let the expire referral from which you are going to 

loss and keep full control on good referrals (Please for that you have to check 

your referral expiry date from Next Payment option, if any referral have Next 

Payment date is less than 2 or 1 check it and if its average is more than 2 and 

last click was also ‘today’ or ‘Yesterday’ then purchase it for more 30 days) 

 

Question No 3.   

Almost all peoples try to get discount and you suggest only renew for 15 or 30 

days which has no or less discount? 

Answer:  -  

It is because I do not want that my money spent only on few referrals and I 

have to wait long from their earning.   That money I spent on existing referral 

and of course get some discount in this way go to lose that when I can buy 

some new rented referrals and daily income may also increase as my new 

referral added and more option to reject bad referral and retain good referral.    

(Please as English is not my mother tongue, even then I tried my level best to 

explain said strategies, if any body found difficulty to understand, I can explain 

in some other ways and other language like Urdu, Punjabi) 

Please feel free to contact me on following systems 

Skype Address:     asifimransecret (1800 Hrs to 2359 Hrs or when online) 
Cell No : 00923334171952 (1800 Hrs to 2359 Hrs Monday to  

                     Friday and  1000 Hrs to 2359 Hrs on Saturday and Monday) 
E-mail: imransecrets@gmail.com  

mailto:imransecrets@gmail.com
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5. How to withdraw earning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you reached your minimum 
amount to with draw this button color 
change from Gray to Green. Its mean 
you can withdraw your amount 

After that a window open where you 
have choice either you get your money 
in or Paypal  
Select any one  

Then you will received this good 
message and your money without any 
delay transfer to your account.  Here 
one thing I want to told you that you 
can withdraw in  Payaza (unverified) 
account 
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6. Are these sites legit and how we can check the site status either 

good or bad? 

 

Go to address bar of your browser and type website.informer.com  

Then enter site neobux.com all details regarding this site infront of you 

 

 

  

Most important thing is to 
check Trustworthiness & 
Vendor reliability if more 
than 50 its mean site is 
good 

Also check site advisor 
status it should be good 
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7. My withdrawal proofs. 

 

 

 

Please note I heard from many that this site is paying intant here I have put one request and get it 

instant,   and now currently I am not drawing because I want to invest my earning to get my target 

10$ a day income 

For upadate with draw in future proof will be pasted in blog http://ptcabc.blogspot.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://ptcabc.blogspot.com/
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8. Are only by clicking ads we earn or some other source for available in 

these sites.  

 

 

 

 

When below the daily aif 
you found this button 
green you may click on it 
to win AdPrize 

An Ad will open in new 
window by clicking on 
Next you can move on 
next ad never need to get 
back again and again.  You 
may win prize from these 
ads, if u have extra time 
you may check your luck 
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When you click on Offers 
button  three types of 
Offers available you can 
select any offer and earn 
money from that 
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9. Things keep in mind before Sign up 
 

(a) This site is good reputation since 2008 and no legal complain against it.   The best part of 

this site which I like most is it have instant payment method, just request for withdraw and 

money in your payment processor (Paypal or Payza). 

(b) All members who can invest this is also best investment site eg if you spent 20$ and 

bought 100 rented members, you can easily by using said strategies earn up to 30$ or more 

after one month and can with draw instantly  when you want.   So it will give you 50% on your 

investment, so do not ignore this, I personally have invested many hyip sites but at lost company 

goes to scam and ulimately lose.   This point is also be noted no hyip site is given as much that 

you can gain 50% of your investment truly. 

(c) All free members please keep patience in the start as may be you have to spent  

1 month for getting the amount .6$ to get first 3 rented referrals.   But I suggest keep continue 

as a fun, because you have to spent only 5 minutes a day (even you can do other works during 

that clicks).  You will see your earning will increase incredibaly after a few months. 

(d) Set a time to see all the ads and click on daily basis at same time with one or two hours 

pluse minuse, eg if you click today 2000 Hrs tomorrow you will have to click on 1800 Hrs to  

2200 Hrs.   But ensure that on the top of ads message display for not clicking as I have already 

show in my (3. What you have to do daily on these sites?) 
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The other site like neobux.com and having also good reputation and 

almost similar work with some interface difference is probux.com please  

links of both sites are available below, using these links sign up for getting  

other advantage from like support at any stage , some tools to check the 

status of your referrals earning , calculator etc) 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets 

 

 http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets 

 

{Please also provide your E-mail or contact number on my  

E-mail address imransecrets@gmail.com with 

subject PTC Strategies   

if you sign up by using above stated linke so you can be provided by latest tools and strategies} 

For probux.com tutorial please 

wait for 2nd addition of this 

book 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets
mailto:imransecrets@gmail.com
http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets
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Little introduction Probux.com
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Payment proof from Probux.com 
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http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets 

 

 http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets 

 

Note 

http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets
mailto:Imransecrets@gmail.com
http://www.neobux.com/?r=imransecrets
http://www.probux.com/?r=imransecrets

